
BEFORE

AFTER

The presence of nests of 
pigeons, doves, blackbirds, 
sparrows and other small 
birds on building rooftops can lead to dirt build-up causing major health hazards, 
as well as risking damages to the solar panels and the efficiency of the photovoltaic 
system.

Our bird blocking solution is the easiest and most 
efficient to install for shielding your solar panel 
system.
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IDEAL FOR MOUNTING ON BIRD-INFESTED SOLAR PANELS

It mounts under the solar panel frame using special clamps

Stainless steel comb supplied in pieces 1.2 m long

Alu-Stainless steel clamps available in Silver and Black color

Does not require use of adhesives or silicone glue

Comb designed with an Easy Cut system for manual cutting

Universal for all types of solar panels and roof tiles

Highly resistant bird barrier designed to permanently prevent birds from 
accessing and nesting under solar panels. 
Suitable for all situations, even in the most critical cases.
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IDEAL FOR PREVENTING BIRDS FROM NESTING UNDER 
NEW SOLAR PANELS
Medium-strength barrier designed for solar panels not yet infested with birds. 
Suitable for mounting in conjunction with the installation of new photovoltaic 
systems.

Birds will no longer be able to access and nest under your photovoltaic systems

It mounts frontally to the metal frame of the solar panel using special clamps

Pre-painted and zinc coated steel comb supplied in coils of the length required

Alu-Inox steel clamps available in Black color

Does not require use of adhesives or silicone glue

Universal for all types of solar panels and roof tiles
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Isidoro® System is a durable 
and unbreakable barrier.
Thanks to our bird blocking 
solution, pigeons, blackbirds, 
sparrows, etc. will no longer be 
able to access and nest under 
your solar panels and will thus 
be discouraged from roosting on 
the roof.

RESOLVING

Isidoro® System does not 
require any sophisticated tools.
There is no need for screws or 
silicone glues, as these would 
damage the solar panels.
All it takes is an Allen 
screwdriver to adjust the bird 
blocking solution on all kinds of 
solar panels  and roof tiles.

PRACTICAL

ENDURING

Isidoro® System will protect 
your solar panels forever.
Isidoro® System's high-quality 
materials ensure that our bird 
blocking solution is 
indestructible and long-lasting, 
which is why we can guarantee it 
for up to 25 years.

Isidoro® System mounts to 
solar panels in a quick and easy 
way.
Our universal attachment 
system makes it compatible with 
all types of solar panels.
The spikes and clamps are also 
adjustable, making future 
maintenance effortless.

FAST

CONTATTACI

+39 059 8677289

www.isidorosystem.cominfo@isidorosystem.com Guarda i video tutorial

Chiedi un preventivo personalizzato 
senza impegno!

CONTACT US

+39 059 8677289

www.isidorosystem.cominfo@isidorosystem.com Watch our video tutorials

Ask for a customized non-binding 
quotation!


